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We celebrated the opening of two new locations in 2008: In March,
the Stadt-Galerie Hameln welcomed its first visitors and the StadtGalerie Passau followed in September. All 16 shopping centers in our
portfolio are now open for business.
Germany
No. of centers
Leasable space in m²
No. of shops

Abroad

Total

12

4

16

491,400

153,300

644,700

1,125

550

1,675

Occupancy rate including office space

99%

100%

99%

Inhabitants in catchment area in mio.

9.8

3.3

13.1

ur shopping centers, which
include twelve in Germany, two
in Poland, and one each in Austria and Hungary, provide space
for a total of 1,675 stores in a rental space
of 644,700 m². We are especially proud to
note that we currently have a rental rate
of over 99%, which has been at this level
consistently for many years. With a 84%
the focus of our investments clearly lies
in Germany.

O

TAILOR-MADE INDIVIDUAL
CREATIONS
Each of our shopping centers, thanks to its
careful integration with the urban milieu, is
specifically designed to suit its particular
environment. Thus we take particular care
to ensure that the makeup of the tenants
adds to the richness of the inner city in
specific ways. As integrated components,
our centers play an active role in the city
marketing campaign. The architecture of
each property is individually customised to
suit its surroundings through collaboration
with distinguished architecture firms and
in coordination with the responsible authorities. This takes place partly through
integration of ultra-modern and
futuristic elements, authentic
facades or a combination of
both. The interiors are designed with a striking air of gracefulness: Fine materials, a flawless
climate control system and innovative water and light staging are designed to make the experience as pleasant

as possible for visitors. Here we also place
more and more emphasis on our little citizens, so many of our centers have their own
play areas for children.

RIGHT WHERE THE
ACTION IS
In our culture the marketplace has been the
central location for the society for centuries, as it‘s here that goods have been traded. That‘s why with our centers we focus
on the city centres. Our city centres are
mainly situated directly adjacent to local
pedestrian zones. In addition, with the
Main-Taunus-Zentrum near Frankfurt and
the Rhein-Neckar-Zentrum at the Mannheim city limits, our portfolio features
two established exurban sites which are
perfectly accessible by car and just a few
minutes drive from significant roadway
junctions.

p
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THINKING ABOUT
TOMORROW TODAY

OPTIMAL ACCESSIBILITY

The topic of environmental protection plays
a vital role for us. The majority of our centers in Germany now already have certified
green energy and in the future this form of
supply with regenerative energy is planned
for all the centers in Germany and abroad.
Heat exchangers and energy saving lamps
further reduce energy consumption in our
properties. These concepts are continually
being optimised.

An additional success factor with our shopping centers is the fact that they are ideally located for connecting to public transportation. Our newly opened centers in
Hameln and Passau for example are located
in the immediate vicinity of the central public bus stations. In our shopping centers we
provide visitors coming by car with comfortable and affordable parking facilities.

STRATEGIC CHOICE OF
LOCATION

FLEXIBILITY WITH
THE FUTURE
For several years now there has been a growing demand in the retail market for larger retail spaces in order to provide customers with a more and more diverse range
of products. With our shopping centers we
are able to offer precisely this space since
unlike most city centre retail property the
floor plans allow for a high degree of flexibility in customising to suit specific needs.
It is thus possible to expand existing space
without much additional cost but also for
example to partition areas off and thereby
free up space for a new concept. For us this
is a sign of the future viability of our properties. And it‘s also the only opportunity
many of our tenants have to find an appropriate inner city location, which otherwise
provides no suitable retail space. Ultimately
this will enhance what cities are able to
offer in the area of retail trade.

The total catchment area for our shopping
centers is 13.1 million people, 9.8 million of
which are in Germany alone. Thus theore-

tically almost one in every eight German
citizens is a potential customer of one of
our centers.
For us the crucial factor in choosing a location is not the population of the city but
the potential catchment area. This is the
estimated number of potential visitors to
the shopping center based on the various local offerings. In more rural areas,
for example, shoppers are accustomed
to a driving time of up to 45 minutes to
have access to the wide selection of goods
provided by the center. Here our historical data shows that the fashion expertise
on display in our shopping centers that
is constantly remarked on by our visitors
in customer satisfaction surveys plays a
decisive role.

View of the main entrance to the Forum Wetzlar

THE 10 LARGEST TENANTS

share of rental income in %

LONG-TERM RENTAL AGREEMENTS term of agreements, share in %

Metro Group

5.1%

2009

Douglas Group

4.6%

2010

2.3%

P&C

2.7%

H&M

2.2%

2011

10.0%

Inditex

2.0%

2012

12.8%

Deichmann

1.9%

2013

3.4%

New Yorker

1.9%

dm-DrogerieMarkt

1.4%

Engelhorn

1.3%

REWE

1.3%

Total of the top 10 tenants: 24.4%

75.6%

Other tenants

2.1%

69.4%

2014 ff
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GROWTH IN HAMELN AND
PASSAU
We were joined by financial analysts, investors and shareholders from the region in
celebrating the openings of the Stadt-Galeries in Hameln and Passau. There were hundreds of guests on hand at the events including media representatives, shop owners,
political figures, socialites and honorary
local figures. The program included festive
speeches, a few initial forays into the brandnew shopping spaces and a dinner to round
out the evening‘s festivities.
The festivities began on 11 March 2008
with the opening celebration of Hameln’s
new shopping attraction - centrally located
at the Pferdemarkt and thus directly accessible to the pedestrian zone, the StadtGalerie is open for business and with its
almost 100 specialty shops, service providers, cafes and restaurants, offers visitors a retail mix that is ideally suited for the
city. A special highlight is the integration
of the historic Kreishaus with the center.
The approx. 19,000 m² of retail space was
already fully rented months before opening. Around 500 parking spaces are provided for visitors on two parking decks and
the catchment area contains approximately
400,000 people.
The Stadt-Galerie Passau opened on
10 September 2008. Around 90 long-term
let out speciality shops, service providers,
cafes and restaurants in approximately
21,000 m² of retail space now receive visitors in the “Neue Mitte“ district of the city
in the centre of the pedestrian zone and
behind an attractive facade. The parking
decks offer over 500 parking spaces. There
are approximately 400,000 people in the
catchment area, which extends as far as
Austria.

OUR TOP 10 TENANTS
With a 5.1% share, the Metro Group is
our largest tenant. It is represented in our
shopping centers by its selling brands
Galeria Kaufhof, Media Markt, Real and
Saturn. With a combined share of 4.6%, the
Douglas group is next in line, with its perfumeries of the same name, Thalia bookstores, Christ jewellers, Appelrath-Cüpper

ments are secured until at least 2014.

EXTERNAL MANAGEMENT
OF SHOPPING CENTERS
The facade of City-Point Kassel

fashion stores and Hussel confectioners.
However, the fact that both groups account
for only a relatively small proportion of our
rental income demonstrates how diversified our tenant structure is. Altogether,
our 10 largest tenants account for less than
25% of our rental income. Thus, there are
no dependencies on individual tenants.

Management of our 16 shopping centers
has been entrusted to our partner, ECE
Projektmanagement. At the same time,
ECE has contracted with us to conduct
the upcoming expansion of the AltmarktGalerie Dresden and was also responsible
for example for the development of the
two properties opened in 2008 in Hameln
and Passau.

LONG-TERM RENTAL AGREEMENTS

ECE has been developing, planning, implementing, leasing and managing shopping
centers since 1965. With 112 facilities under
its management, the company is Europe‘s
market leader for shopping centers.

We generally sign agreements of over 10
years with our tenants. The weighted residual
term of rental agreements in our portfolio is
around 7 years. Over 69% of our rental agree-

We, as German EuroShop, benefit from this
experience both inside Germany and abroad.
With our streamlined structure, we are able
to focus on our core business and com-

p
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RETAIL MIX

in % of space

REGIONAL RENTAL MIX

Service providers 1,2%

Regional chains

25%

Catering

Individual merchants

26%

4,1%

in % of space

Health products 5,7%
sector
Groceries

7,4%

Department
stores

13,2%

Hardware/
Electronics

20,0%

48,4%

petence, portfolio management.
www.ece.com

LEASE OPTIMISATION
The primary task of the center management
is to put together a customised retail mix
for each center that is ideally tailored to
suit the specific location based on a careful
analysis of local retail offerings.

Clothing

In addition, the visitors to our shopping
centers also benefit from this system since
they have access to the full range of retail
trade, from drug stores to clothing shops to
specialised services such as bank branches
and travel agencies. Fast-food restaurants,
cafes and ice cream shops further enhance
the experience and provide for relaxation
while shopping.

RETAIL MIX
The important aspect here that with each
transaction the focus is not the leasing each
individual store, but the shopping center
property as a whole. To make sure that the
visitors are provided with an attractive mix
of retail shops, a special system is used in
renting out the individual shop spaces on
a long-term basis. Here rents are calculated based primarily on the sales potential
of the specific trades. This way businesses are also represented in our shopping
centers which in recent years have been
increasingly driven from the old city centres because they can no longer afford the
exorbitant rents there, an example of which
are toys or pet supplies. This principle is
especially beneficial for local businesses
and entrepreneurs, though ultimately all
the tenants in the shopping center benefit from the greater volume of visitors this
produces.

The retail mix provides each of our shopping centers a unique character. Each of
our centers is distinguished from the increasingly uniform high streets in the city centres, which are over 90 % chain stores. In
our properties we pay special attention
on providing a healthy mix of regional and

49%

(Inter)national
chains

local vendors as well as national and international chain stores.

WHO‘S WHO IN THE RETAIL
BUSINESS
It is our tenants who are primarily responsible for the success of our shopping centers, including for example Aldi, Bench,
Bijou Brigitte, Breuninger, Burger King,
C&A, dm-Drogerie Markt, Douglas, Fielmann, Gerry Weber, Görtz, H&M, Media
Markt, Marc O’Polo , New Yorker, Nordsee, Peek & Cloppenburg, REWE , Saturn,
s.Oliver, Subway, Tom Tailor, Tommy Hilfiger, Vero Moda, WMF and Zara.

SHOPPING IN PERFECTION
While each business in the German city
centres has its own business hours, with

Instead of focusing entirely on short-term
maximisation of rents, this model allows us
to achieve optimisation of our rental agreements in the long term.
The historic section of the Stadt-Galerie Hameln
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The facade of the Stadt-Galerie Passau

our shopping centers customers can rely
on standard hours of business.
Each of our shopping centers has its own
advertising association in which each of
the tenants is a member. The task of this
association is to plan marketing campaigns that will provide visitors with ever
new shopping experiences spread evenly
over the entire year. This includes exhibits
and events on various topics, often with a
local flavour. For example, in November
a large ice hockey exhibit was put on at
the Phoenix Center in Hamburg with the

Hamburg Freezers hockey team. But the
marketing association also has the role of
providing expensive decorations during
Easter and Christmas season and designing the fashion shows where the newest
collections from our tenants are presented
to the public.
An additional area of focus for the marketing association is coordinating a coherent advertising effort for the entire shopping center and editing a shopping center
newspaper which is distributed as a leaflet
to the daily newspapers in the region in the

f

catchment area, and even running radio ads
and City Light advertising posters.
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SHOPPING AS AN EXPERIENCE:
A selection of the diverse activities in our centers
The Hessian Police made arrangements for a whole week of
highlights in the Main-Taunus-Zentrum. With its motto “All
of us in Hessen – working with the police“, the visitors were
provided with a range of programs. This included exhibitions of weapons and counterfeit money, consultations on crime
prevention and training demonstrations that were provided by a
seizure unit. Other highlights were various emergency vehicles for
up-close viewing, flight demonstrations by police helicopters, an
appearance by the cavalry division and autograph sessions with
police officials who had recently returned from the Olympics in
Beijing. There was also a stand providing information to the curious
young visitors on training opportunities with the police.

At the Königsplatz in Kassel, residents enjoyed an exciting
mix of sports, beach atmosphere and a vacation feeling
during the summer. A large sand arena was constructed in
front of the City-Point for the beach Volleyball Cup from
7–10 August 2008. Close matches between amateur teams and
the high-calibre duels among elite beach volleyball players from
across Hessen drew crowds. Along with athletic entertainment,
there were music, competitions and fashion shows to bring good
cheer to the visitors.
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In October the City-Galerie of Wolfsburg played host
to an extraordinary exhibition. The Minimundus leisure
park from Austria displayed some of its models of famous
structures at the middle of the mall in the center. The Statue of Liberty, the Parisian Eiffel Tower and Vienna‘s Ferris Wheel
were on display. The shopping stroll then quickly turned to foray
in time travel through the various epochs of human culture and
architectural styles. Anecdotes and stories on the 13 exhibitions
abounded among the Minimundus employers on hand whose
organised tours were well-received by the visitors.
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Everyone was thrilled, and not just the children: in September the Roncalli circus built its ring amidst the RheinNeckar-Zentrum. Though it was naturally a smaller version, it included the original artist entryway of 1976. There
were multiple shows each day in the program during which there
were plates, pins and rings airborne in the Center and comical
skits by a clown were all well-received. A separate participatory
circus was organised for children. An exhibition simultaneously
displayed vitrines and showcases containing treasures from the
rich and colourful Roncalli history.
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The
Third
Place

In every city there is a place which seemingly magically attracts tourists as
well as locals. Places like Times Square
in New York, the square in front of the
Centre Pompidou in Paris or Unter den
Linden Boulevard in Berlin.

Places where social life happens, where people conduct their business, can linger without pressure, exchange ideas or simply pass the
time. Places replete with history, architecturally interesting or where nature is particularly beautiful. Places which have a social, cultural
or commercial meaning, or maybe even all three. American sociologist Ray Oldenburg calls such places “third places“. Oldenburg is
referring to one of Sigmund Freud‘s theses, namely that the modern person only needs two places to be happy, a workplace and the
home. However, Oldenburg contends that every person occasionally needs a “third place“ as an escape which offers them social and
cultural interaction beyond work and family . Hallmarks of “third places“ are that they are inexpensive or even free, that food and drink
are available, that they are inviting, comfortable and easily accessible and that they are frequented by people who come regularly as
well as the occasional passer-by. Not only can special places of interest serve as a “third place“, any public place where a person can
relax or feel part of a community qualifies.

p
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3rd PLACE
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This is actually not a pioneering discovery.
In fact, there have always been places
throughout history where people met,
did their business or discussed the news,
be it the “agora“ in ancient Greece or the
market in the Middle Ages. Places that
brought together social, cultural and economic needs. However, since the Industrial Revolution, such places have been
disappearing. Big city blocks often lack
comfortable cafes or neighbourhood bars.
An influx of cars and more and more traffic inhibits people from walking down the
street and many places are often so built
up that they have no welcoming character whatsoever. In the 20th century, public
places have been successively made anonymous and dissocialised.

“Crystallising point of
community life”
The American architect Victor Gruen
already recognised this situation some
80 years ago. A Jewish immigrant who
left Vienna for America, Gruen missed the
warmth and friendliness of a city steeped
in history. His answer to the missing “third
place“ was to invent the shopping center as a “crystallising point of community life in the suburbs“. The concept was
meant to make shopping easier for housewives living far outside the city; but also
to create a microcosm that would simulate public life. Thus, the first shopping

centers had libraries, kindergartens and
club rooms to counteract the suburbs‘ isolation. In later designs, Gruen even envisioned entire cities grouped around a shopping mall. It was a concept that was met
with unforeseen success. After all, shopping centers epitomise the typical ideal
values of suburban lifestyle, namely order,
cleanliness and safety. Additionally, they
became decentralised bunkers and evacuations areas during the Cold War when
fear was high that there might be enemy
atomic attacks on big cities.
The fear of an atomic war is fortunately not
as acute today but yearning for a “third
place“ is still strong. For this reason many
people have disappeared into a virtual
world, especially young people. “Generation 2.0“ chats, twitters, skypes and can
easily slip into the roll of an artificial avatar.
A development which according to experts
has already peaked. Futurologist Matthias
Horx notes an increasing digital overdose
in Trend Report 2009 because “virtual
worlds can only conditionally replace the
real world“. “I‘m getting bored of facebook“, is the new song of the new internet
objectors. According to Horx‘s estimates,
millions of internet users in Germany have
already significantly reduced their internet
use and this will continue to rise. After all,
people are recognising that the internet
takes up too much time and reduces personal contact in the real world.
A longing for physical presence is the counter pole to globalisation and worldwide
telecommunications says media analyst and
philosopher Norbert Bolz.
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“The Media revolution demands a human
compensation: the urban environment
through architectural cult places: large
public squares, football stadiums, parks,
the protection of these little paradises.“
Places where one can find human contact
are more in demand today than ever.

center‘s visitors naturally want to accomplish their errands and shopping. To this
end, each shopping center primarily contains fashion and lifestyle stores, inexpensive grocers, drug store chains and home
electronics, hairdressers, cosmetic studios,
shoe repair, cleaners, pharmacies, doctors, bakeries, restaurants
and of course enough parking spaces.

“The desire for urban
living is on the increase”
A development that one also sees happening in the cities. The decades of fleeing
to the countryside have stopped and the
new trend is to return to the city. Friedrichshain instead of Friedrichsfelde, Eimsbüttel rather than Poppenbüttel, Schwabing
and not Starnberg, so goes the new motto.
Horst W. Opaschowki from the Stiftung für
Zukunftsfragen (Foundation for Future Studies) also notes a renaissance in city centres. “The desire for urban living is on the
increase; without cities you can no longer
create a country.“ And thus in the last ten
years major efforts were made to create a
quality of life in city centres everywhere. In
newly created parks, in pedestrian zones,
in coffee shops, city dwellers look to sate
their desire for more social contact and
urban quality of life. Even shopping centers, now no longer built in the middle of
a field but rather since the 80s increasingly
integrated into existing public spaces, have
today become an important element of
the urban city environment. The shopping

Yet today‘s shopping center visitors do not just come
to shop. They are looking
for the “third place“. They
simply want to spend time
and hang around, see and be seen, have
some fun and entertainment, and that
even after the stores close, on weekends
and especially when the weather is bad.
In fact, modern consumers are looking for
well-being, as trend researchers observe.
Besides their search for identity, modern
consumers are even driven by a desire to
“break out of normality, to re-enchant and
eroticise consumption“. Today‘s shopping
center operators must accommodate customer wishes to assure that the center is
generally accepted as a “third place“. For
this reason, the centers are equipped
with leisure time facilities such as fitness clubs, ballet schools, indoor
playgrounds and children‘s
entertainment, cinema
and discotheques.
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The temples of shopping are mutating into
multi-optional leisure activity oases, easily
accessible via public transportation or car.
A center planned for Berlin will even offer
a pier for small watercraft.
An architecture in line with these trends
helps associate the center‘s image with the
concept of well-being. Sometimes this can
be something spectacular such as with the
Galeria Baltycka in Gdansk, Poland or more
often a center that has been integrated
into the existing cityscape such as the Altmarkt-Galerie in Dresden. The interior is of
high quality with marble walls and wooden
floors, Greek columns and glass cupolas,
fountains and tropical plants, leather armchairs and massage chairs.

“The temples of shopping are
mutating into multi-optional
leisure activity oases“
Moreover, spectacular special events and
theme worlds are an added attraction: a
fashion show, a circus performance, an
ice-skating rink, or a store is transformed
into a jungle complete with its own Tarzan who swings from tree to tree. The center becomes a stage on which stories can
occasionally be told to attract and entertain visitors.
A look at our neighbours shows us what
future developments to expect. There is
still great growth potential for restaurant
services as Southern Europeans are proving. Food Courts with food from all corners of the globe is one of the main attractions. A shopping center in Madrid entices
visitors with a ski hall, open all year long.
The Polish now go to the mall after church
to take their Sunday walk, especially young
people who meet here regularly. In Turkey,
an outing to the shopping center is a downright event. It is a meeting point like the
market used to be and people meet there
to go to the cinema or even to the theatre
in Ankara. The Swiss “Westside-Zentrum“
in Bern has also adapted to the demographic change. It boasts a water park with
fitness centre, a hotel and even a home
for the elderly.
In USA it is commonplace to find shopping
malls with zoos, aquariums and gigantic
amusement parks. While the first shop-

ping centers sprung up all over the place
some 50 years ago, these have recently
become the middle point of social life and
some even for decades already. Many Americans more or less grow up in the mall,
meet there and even get married in the
center‘s “Wedding Chapel“. And more and
more arrive with their laptops now, sitting
wherever there is free wireless internet. The
so-called “Kinkos Generation“ , a group
of young white-collar workers and selfemployed individuals first discovered public space as work space. Instead of sitting
alone at home, they sit in the “third place“
and enjoy an atmosphere which is intimate
yet anonymous, inspiring yet conducive to
concentration needed for work.
And after work comes play. Already now,
people can spend their entire holiday in
the “Mall of America“ in Minneapolis. This
concept serves as a role model for the planners of the new “Megahubs“ in the Persian
Gulf states.
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The “Mall of Arabia“, opened in 2009 with
almost 2 million square meters of retail
space, is set to become the world‘s largest “Urban Entertainment Center“, almost
a city in itself, where customers arrive by air
and can spend their entire holiday there.
In this way shopping centers are being
transformed from “Consume Temples“
into “arenas for the re-enchantment of the
world“, something we all long for because,
as philosopher Norbert Bolz explains, every
trace of magic, aura, charisma and charm
has been extinguished from our enlightened daily lives. At the same time, current

studies show that worldwide most people
identify the wish for an authentic life as one
of their greatest needs. With the right mix
of enchantment and authenticity, shopping
centers will be a real success as a “third
place“ along with the café down the street
and Unter den Linden Boulevard.

f

Nicolette Maurer
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THE
COLOUR SHADES
OF STADT-GALERIE
PASSAU
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assau‘s architecture is characterised by its fragmented old town.
In order to accommodate this
aspect, the facade of the StadtGalerie shopping center has been divided
into sections imitating the structure of the
old town.

P

This way the building links the old town surrounding Ludwigsplatz in an unobtrusive
but at the same time self-confident manner with the new town centre. By offsetting the eaves lines and shear walls against
each other, an enclosed street layout with
a compact sequence of small subdivided
houses has been created in the same way
as in the old town. These typical Passau elements have been incorporated by means
of contemporary interpretation.
The same also applies to the incorporation
of the building colours of the old town and
the materials deployed in the facade with
steel and glass.

The new elements in the facade have been
carefully integrated into the historic cityscape

The facade is composed of differently
coloured sections with ten base colours.
The subtly distinguished colour picture of
an individual section of the facade is made
up of 20 different types of metal panel with
varying hole sizes and colour shades from
bright to dark in the colour range of the
applicable base colour. This accordingly
results in 200 different shades of colour
across the entire facade of the Stadt-Galerie shopping center, with each shade allocated to a specific hole size and increasing
from bright to dark.

“THIS ACCORDINGLY
RESULTS IN 200 DIFFERENT
SHADES OF COLOUR ACROSS
THE ENTIRE FACADE OF THE
STADT-GALERIE”
The double-partition wall construction provides an illumination that is varyingly dispersed by the differently perforated metal
facade elements and lends the building a
theatrical air. This enables fields of

p
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light to appear at dusk in accordance with a
specific trait that deliver a unique interpretation of the traditional Passau facade.
The entrances to the Stadt-Galerie shopping
center on Bahnhofstrasse and Ludwigplatz
are highlighted by means of illuminated shop
windows. The entrance at the central bus station is phased into the building in line with

the pattern of the steps and is accentuated
by means of coved lighting.
A further special feature is the ‘fifth’ view
– the roofing. This takes up the fragmented structure of the facade and continues
it in the form of flying roofs to provide the
higher surrounding developments with a
varied view of the parking area.

The integration of the historic building
“Bahnhofstrasse 1“ ultimately shows how
well old and new can be combined to form
a single unit. The listed building has been
restored to its old charm and now houses
the shopping center management.
Reinhold Niehoff

f

FACTS ABOUT
STADT-GALERIE
PASSAU

The Stadt-Galerie is

PURCHASE BY
DEUTSCHE EUROSHOP //

directly connected with
the pedestrian zone and the

DECEMBER 2006

central bus station via several

LAYING THE //
FOUNDATION STONE

entrances.

TOPPING OUT //
GRAND OPENING //

NEW FACADE
With its differentiated facade
and the varying heights of
its eaves, the new construction harmonises with the city’s
architecture and makes a bold
and self-confident addition
to the old city’s characteristic
structure of small buildings.

OLD FACADE
The listed building at Bahnhofstrasse 1 was carefully integrated into the new Stadt-Galerie
and now houses the offices of
the center management.

20 APRIL 2007

11 OCTOBER 2007
10 SEPTEMBER 2008

LEASABLE SPACE //

approx. 27,400 m²

OF WHICH RETAIL SPACE //

approx. 21,000 m²

The Stadt-Galerie is the shopping attraction in the centrally
located and newly developed Neue Mitte district of Passau. On
three elegant sales levels, around 90 specialty shops, service
providers, cafes and restaurants present a retail mix tailored to
Passau and southeast Bavaria.
Around 700 jobs have been created since the Stadt-Galerie
opened. An average of 26,000 people visit the shopping center every day.
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PASSAU –
THE VENICE OF BAVARIA
hen the green water of
the Inn emerges from
the Alps and flows into
the blue Danube and
the black waters of the
marshy Ilz beneath the Veste Oberhaus, one
of Europe‘s largest fortresses, this provides
observers with a very special natural spectacle. This is undoubtedly one of the reasons
why every year numerous river cruise liners
anchor in Passau before embarking on or
continuing their journey towards Austria,
Hungary or even the Black Sea.

W

However, the town on three rivers does
not just offer the fascinating sight of the
Danube carrying three colours for a short
stretch. The romantic old town is situated
on a narrow peninsula with St. Stephan’s
Cathedral crowning its hill.
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collection of glass and the Römermuseum
Kastell Boiotro (Roman Museum) among
the highlights.

This is not only the largest baroque cathedral north of the Alps but also home to the
world‘s largest cathedral organ with over
17,000 pipes. The alleyways drop down
on both sides of the cathedral with some
steep steps and offer a southern flair that
no doubt influenced the various Italian
architects who have left their traces here.
At the heart of the old town, just a stone’s
throw from the cathedral, lies the Residenzplatz, where the New Bishop’s Residence is situated and which is decorated
by a large number of historic town houses.
A stroll along the sunny and picturesque
Inn promenade is also particularly to be
recommended. Museum fans will certainly
get their money‘s worth in Passau, with
the Passauer Glasmuseum (Passau Glass
Museum) containing the world‘s largest

TIPS //

The streets and alleyways surrounding the
bustling Ludwigsstrasse are very pleasant
to stroll through. Here there are shops and
cafés with terraces that on sunny days are
occupied by both tourists and residents
alike. The Stadt-Galerie shopping center
opened just last September is situated at
the heart of the pedestrian zone and comprises around 90 shops spanning a broad
range of products from electronic equipment through to fashion to suit every taste.
One can relax and fortify oneself in the evening with a local beer in one of the traditional beer gardens. Thanks also to the many
students there is always a lively atmosphere
in the bars and pubs of this university town
until late at night.
There is also a lot to see in the vicinity,
with beautiful towns, ancient culture and
outstanding cuisine to be discovered on
excursions to the two nearby neighbouring countries of the Czech Republic and
Austria. Furthermore, a detour to the Glasstrasse is also very rewarding and can be
combined perfectly with a tour of the Bavarian Forest.

f

ACCOMMODATION //
✻ Hotel Residenz: Very centrally situated (Fritz-Schäffer-Promenade)
www.residenz-passau.de
✻ Hotel Wilder Mann: Sissi once stayed here (Am Rathausplatz)
www.wilder-mann.com

RESTAURANTS //
✻ eataly: Inexpensive, contemporary Italian cuisine (in the Stadt-Galerie shopping center)
www.eataly-passau.de
✻ Bayerischer Löwe: Traditional hostelry with chestnut tree beer garden
(Dr.-Hans-Kapfinger-Straße)
www.wirtshaus-passau.de
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“THE PARTICULAR CHALLENGE IS TO
DEVELOP FUNCTIONAL AND AESTHETIC
CONCEPTS IN KEEPING WITH CITY
PLANNING ISSUES AND ADAPTED TO THE
SPECIFIC CONDITION OF A LOCATION“

ince humankind first started building houses, each
structure has been based on a builder‘s specific
design idea. Ideas that were in accordance with the
style of the time and thus transformed themselves
from era to era. In this way architecture followed
clear rules until the end of the 19th century, rules
which stipulated that beauty and style are the priority. This also
applied to commercial architecture. Accordingly, neo-classical
elements were used to decorate the first department stores. But
a changing Zeitgeist meant changing expectations for architecture. Following the basic tenet “form follows function“ coined by
Bauhaus architect Le Corbusier, a purely pragmatic mind-set came
to dominate architecture at the beginning of the 20th century.

S

BETWEEN FORM
AND FUNCTION
INTEGRATING SHOPPING
CENTERS INTO A CITY
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Consequently department stores from the 1930s to the 1950s typically had unadorned Bauhaus facades. Even the first shopping center in the middle of a field looked like oversized concrete blocks
with a purely functional character. In the 70s stores with anonymous
“system facades“ started popping up in German city shopping districts. This bare uniform look from architects such as Eugen Eiermann (known for the restoration of the Berliner Memorial Church)
banned any architectural relationship to the surrounding environment. As the first shopping centers made their way into German
city centres in the 80s, they looked like arbitrarily landed space
ships, oversized and in stark contrast to a cityscape which had evolved over time, because architects

and city planners had failed to
adapt the size and style of the
department stores to their surroundings.
Today we have learned from
the mistakes of the past. Since
there is no longer a uniform,
architectural building style,
architects, developers and city
planners now make efforts to
beautify and harmonise downtown areas. Architectural blun-

ders from the post-war years
were cautiously undone and
historical facades were rebuilt;
old buildings are often now
protected by historic monument laws and strict rules also
govern new construction. The
goal was and is to create a
renaissance of the city centre
as a lively social, cultural and
commercial epicentre.
Today along with pedestrian
zones, shopping centers are
an integral part of German city
centres. This trend is projected
to continue, according to estimates from the EHI Retail Institute, with around 95 percent
of the currently planned newconstruction centers located in
central business districts and
city neighbourhood centres.
Their interiors mostly rely on
a functional building typology,
usually a mall with two or three
sales floors. However, the exterior of each building must now
be individually tailored to suit
its location and the architectural character of the city itself.
“The particular challenge is to
develop functional and aesthetic concepts in keeping with city
planning issues and adapted to
the specific condition of a location“, explains Andreas Fuchs,
an architect specialised in the
design of shopping centers.
For example, planners must
incorporate existing street connections into a project, integrate existing public spaces
or create entirely new ones.
Moreover, architects must perform a balancing act between
traditional and modern design
for old city centres by referencing the old city‘s style in their
interpretation of a modern
building‘s basic architectural
elements. For example, curtain
walls in glass and stone must
fit in harmoniously with a historical city streetscape.

p
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Sometimes entire facades are
reconstructed according to
historical models like with the
City Arkaden in Klagenfurt. For
this project, parts of a historical streetscape were entirely rebuilt, including the original balconies with wrought-iron railings.
Another example is the Stadt-Galerie in Hameln, a new construction project that had to account for the old city‘s network of
small neighbourhoods and its half-timbered wind-bent houses. A
modern, gigantic building would have destroyed the unique cityscape. To keep in line with the centuries-old Weser Renaissance
style, architects preserved the landmark-protected façade of a historic administration building located in the heart of the old town
centre on the Pferdmarkt and integrated the Stadt-Galerie into
the site. In this way, a modern center was created whose interior
had the requisite space for retail shops and met customers‘ expectation, all the while keeping in compliance with the strict requirements of historic monument status for the exterior.
While many shopping centers are thus carefully integrated into
existing city streetscapes, other centers are intentionally designed
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to supplement a city‘s development or add to the cityscape, such
as for example by emphasising certain geographical conditions.
For example, a shopping center on say a riverbank can channel
currents of people to its doors and thus become a new geographical point of attraction for a city. Besides a commercial purpose,
the center also satisfies a city planning function.
Furthermore, a spectacular shopping center can be an enormous
improvement for locations that have few inherent attractions. This
is known as the “Bilbao Effect“, named after the Basque city that
became world-famous thanks to architect Frank O. Gehry‘s sensational Guggenheim Museum. Whereas once all religious and
aristocrat buildings were accorded major, symbolic significance,
whereas castles and churches gave a location its identity, in more
recent times it is the cultural buildings, transportation centres
(like airports or rail stations), sports stadium and also commercial
buildings which can attain almost cult status through exceptional
design. Here architecture becomes a trademark, indeed a brand.
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“IN THIS WAY WE CREATE AN EMOTIONAL CONNECTION
FOR THE VISITOR, A UNIQUENESS”
It is also an effect of size, seemingly irresistible, as described by
the media analyst and philosopher Norbert Bolz. “Apparently
functionalism is discomforting; people are again searching for
substance, a symbol, meaning and identity“. In this way, monumental architecture creates powerful symbolism which in turn
rubs off on a city.
For other shopping centers, a specific motto may run through the
overall concept‘s architecture and substance. So-called theme
malls are an internationally important trend, such as the Galeria
Baltycka in the Polish seaport of Gdansk. Like the name suggests,
the place is all about the Baltic Sea .
The ceiling windows are reminiscent of sails, one side to the water
being blue and the other toward the land an earthy brown. Interior design elements repeatedly rely on water, beach,
dunes and forests. In addition,
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a map of the Baltic Sea region has been inlayed into the flooring.
“In this way we create an emotional connection for the visitor, a
uniqueness“, explains the lead architect Renate Müller. This enables the customers to identify better with the building and the
architecture. Moreover, for locals as well as tourists the building
inevitably creates a seaside holiday feeling, which boosts the
mood for shopping.
There are many approaches to the construction of retail buildings.
Depending on the location, either existing stylistic condition or a
building‘s functional goals may be the dominant issue. From the
perfectly integrated center in an historical city to theme malls to
the identity-creating monumental structure, today everything
is possible, making every new center an exciting challenge for
architects, developers and city planners.
Nicolette Maurer
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Once a big concept becomes fashionable, it threatens to deteriorate quickly into a pure marketing symbol.
“Sustainability“ is such a concept. There is hardly a company currently not talking up their sustainability.
No wonder – language researchers have noted that sustainability has become the buzz word and environmental groups complain about “greenwashing“.

I

would like to make it very clear: a shopping center is not a nature reserve.
And a solar energy system screwed
onto a roof does not come close to
making a building sustainable.

The correct approach for architects and
project developers I believe is more a basic
one: How can I plan real estate, carry out
the plans, operate it so that it will have the
most possible positive effects on its environment for the long-term, and at the same
time have minimal side effects.
Firstly, the decisive factor here is the project authors‘ conceptual and planning perspective. Those who want to create real
estate with the largest margins in the shortest period generally are not interested in
sustainable real estate development. And
those who do not feel the need to show any
reference projects, are often not sensitive
to the consequences of such a short-term
and usually short-sighted approach.
Things can be different. As European shop-

ping center market leader, the ECE is in the
public eye. Politicians and city governments
are taking a look at our urban gallery structures before they make decisions for their
own cities. Moreover, we remain onsite as
leasing agent and manager and assume
long-term responsibilities for our planned
real estate projects.
In this way, the ECE was already using sustainable planning before the concept was
even a concept. In 1970, we opened the
Alstertal Shopping Center in Hamburg.
Closely adhering to the Hamburg Senate‘s
city planning goals, we chose a site directly
in front of a major commuter rail station,
slated to become the centre of a new city
neighbourhood. Flexible column spacing
enabled for a simpler reorganisation without major construction, as originally, furniture dealers opened stores in the basement
but these were in time replaced by many
other types of businesses as per customer
requests. As leasing agent, we have won
over strong local partners, some of whom

by Jens-Ulrich Maier

are still loyal to the location today. In addition, we completed almost all renovations
and expansions without having to use additional natural ground.
In the decades to follow, ECE‘s project
developers, architects, engineers and center managers continually worked to further
improve the sustainability of our shopping
centers. The goals are an improved handling of building land, land recycling, high
durability and universal usability for buildings, unproblematic alterations or demolition if necessary, use of environmental,
safe building materials and products, comprehensive materials management, energy
conservation and minimising the land use
criteria.
These procedures are not spectacular – but
they are having an effect in their details.
Just the use of the most recent type of
energy-efficient light bulbs saves about 20
percent on energy. In times when energy
prices are significantly increasing, these
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issues are more and more an economic concern. For this reason the ECE systematically
informs tenants about technical possibilities and has started a cooperative program
with Philips called “cool down“.
Of course, we are also asking ourselves
how their shopping centers can be directly
supplied with renewable resources. For
example, for the Rhein Galerie in Ludwigshafen we examined all current available
alternatives. Here it became clear that fuel
cells are not currently suitable for shopping centers as these need large quantities
of warm water and have high energy consumption throughout the day. Other technologies like geothermal energy have had

many questionable and
often illegal side effects
at many locations,
such as the heating of
ground water. However, we have increased
our fundamental research in cooperation
with different universities to develop new
approaches and to test their feasibility and
their real impact on the environment.

¹

Parallel to this we continue to look for
improvements through innovative detail
solutions. An example of these efforts can
be found at the Ernst-August Galerie in
Hanover:
¹

¹

¹

An intelligent control system enables
natural aeration and exhaust via the
roofs. Mechanical cooling is no longer
necessary as positive pressure in the
stores has been reduced and the stored
night-time coolness is now sufficient to
create a pleasant temperature. In this
way 162,000 kWh energy consumption
has been saved on air-conditioning,
which corresponds to 35 tons of CO2.
To satisfy both the requirements of
modern design and sustainable energy
usage, ECE has asked that new LEDs for
façade lighting be developed.
As an escalator uses relatively a lot of
energy, a new control system has been
designed for intermittent operation.
This essentially makes the escalators
traffic-dependent. With high customer
traffic, the escalators are fully operational. If the flow of customers decreases,
the escalators slow down and speed up
again when a customer steps onto the
system. Only with very low customer
traffic do the escalators go into standby mode.
Additionally a 250 kilowatt photovoltaic
plant has been integrated into the ErnstAugust Galerie‘s roof system which
saves 50 tons of CO2 annually.

For us, sustainability also means using our
own resources to get other people involved. For example, environmental groups
operate information booths in the centers‘
mall and introduce the public to energyefficient products. The fight against global warming must not be allowed to stop
at the shopping center‘s exit.

p
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ARCHITECTURE
Shopping centers are only heated a few days a year. Unlike many
buildings, which rely on optimising insulation to save on energy
costs, here the smallest possible heat input is the decisive costsaving method:
¹

¹

Use of durable German products (Jura marble, regional sand
stone, native lumber) reduces transportation needs. And unlike
the case when using materials from China, South America or
Egypt, we can be sure that the native supplying quarries are
restored.

It is especially important that shopping centers be able to adapt
to the continually changing customer needs and retail trends without having to carry out major construction:

Solar control glass reduces air-conditioning needs and provides the necessary light intensity in the stores.

¹

Extensive "green roofs" create valuable biotopes in the city,
balance swings in temperature and contribute to energy cost
savings.

By using static construction systems (no pre-stressed construction, no continuous beams) with sufficient load reserves, retail
areas can usually be flexibly divided and converted.

¹

For the same reason, reserve space is planned into building
technical systems for eventual changes in usage. The power
supply system for the leased areas is equipped with electrical
lines with variable connected loads.

¹

Energy-efficient motors with low SFP values (specific-fanpower) handle the center's ventilation. Generously large heat
exchangers with a reclamation index of 70 percent help reduce
heating and air-conditioning needs.

¹

The rooms for cast resin transformers are primarily in the outer
walls to avoid the necessity of a separate mechanical cooling
process.

¹

¹

Tinted glass reduces the need
for cooling

Strict standards apply to insulation used in vehicle-accessible
roofs. Foam glass is used for this purpose, also called cellular
glass. Mostly recycled glass is ground up, heated, mixed with
carbon and expanded.

Aerial photo of the Stadt-Galerie Passau

SITE SELECTION

¹

Urban city sites reduce traffic as increasingly more customers
travel to them with pubic transport, on foot or by bicycle.

¹

Furthermore, urban sites are an expansion of existing developed structures and can serve to strengthen them.

¹

Compact, developed sites reduce the necessary sealed natural
ground; a shopping center's use of space is thus much better
than that of a normal department store, as many functions (personnel rooms, restrooms, elevators) can take advantage of a
shopping center's inherent synergy.

¹

Most sites do not undergo new construction but are rather
converted. For this reason no new ground is sealed. Comprehensive construction and ground water experts assure that no
significant ground water lowering will occur which can sometimes require major soil restoration.
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OPERATION

REALISATION

¹

For every construction site, detailed equipment plans and logistics concepts are developed to create optimal operations on
the construction site. Supply and clean up of construction sites
are handled via rail or water transportation whenever possible.
It is also determined if a stationary concrete mixing facility can
help to reduce traffic around the site.

¹

Special construction debris collection bins assure that waste
and trash is already sorted during construction.

¹

Reusable system formworks help to save on resources.

¹

The use of sound-absorbing enclosures for construction equipment protects construction site neighbours as well as workers
from noise exposure.

¹

With the help of modern, computer supported control panels
(DDC system, direct digital control) heating, air-conditioning
and ventilation are continually monitored and dynamically adjusted to actual needs.

¹

Energy-saving lighting, motion detectors and changing light
levels throughout the day save on electricity.

¹

The center's air-conditioning is turned off 30 minutes before
closing time to reduce energy consumption.

¹

By comparing operating costs of all ECE managed centers,
higher-than-average usage is identified and corrected.

¹

District heat supply and green electricity reduce CO2 emissions.
Conservative estimates indicate that the conversion of most of
DES shopping centers to green electricity has alone cut back
CO2 emissions by 10,000 tons annually, the equivalent of 450
2-person households.

¹

The centers' waste is sorted.

¹

Cleaning contracts stipulate that environmental products must
be used.

Intelligent escalator
Smart lighting designs save

management systems

electricity

save energy
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4 COUNTRIES, 16 CITIES
Complex one-of-a-kind entities, outstanding transport connections,
shopping as an experience. These keywords describe our shopping
centers perfectly. They are all situated in unique locations and offer
an ideal mix of sectors tailored to each individual city – something
that the customers and tenants of our centers appreciate, as do
our shareholders.
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AT A GLANCE
SHOPPING CENTERS
GERMANY

01.
02.
03.
04.
05.
06.
07.
08.
09.
10.
11.
12.

Sulzbach
Viernheim
Dresden
Hamburg
Hamm
Wetzlar
Dessau
Wolfsburg
Kassel
Wuppertal
Passau
Hameln
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MAIN-TAUNUS-ZENTRUM

RHEIN-NECKAR-ZENTRUM

SULZBACH //

VIERNHEIM //

Investments:
Purchased by DES:
Leasable space:
of which retail space:
No. of shops:
Occupancy rate:
Catchment area:
Parking:
Grand opening:
Renovation / modernisation:
Anchor tenant:

Web:

43,1%
September 2000
around 103.400 m²
around 79,000 m2
around 100
100%
around 2.2 m. inhabitants
around 4,000
1964
2001, 2003–2004
Breuninger, Galeria Kaufhof,
Karstadt, Media Markt

www.main-taunus-zentrum.de

Investment:
99.9%
Purchased by DES:
September 2000
Leasable space:
around 63,900 m2
of which retail space:
around 60,000 m2
No. of shops:
around 100
Occupancy rate:
100%
Catchment area:
around 1.4 m. inhabitants
Parking:
around 3,500
Grand opening:
1972
Renovation / modernisation:
2000–2002
Anchor tenant: Engelhorn Active Town, Peek & Cloppenburg
H & M, Zara, C & A

Web:

www.rhein-neckar-zentrum-viernheim.de
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ALTMARKT-GALERIE

PHOENIX-CENTER

DRESDEN //

HAMBURG //

Investment:
50.0%
Purchased by DES:
September 2000
Leasable space:
around 44,500 m2
of which retail space:
space 26,000 m2
No. of shops:
around 110
Occupancy rate:
99%
Catchment area:
around 1.0 m. inhabitants
Parking:
around 500
Grand opening:
2002
Anchor tenant:
Saturn, SinnLeffers, SportScheck, Zara

Investment:
50.0%
Purchased by DES:
August 2003
Leasable space:
around 39,200 m2
of which retail space:
around 26,500 m2
No. of shops:
around 110
Occupancy rate:
99%
Catchment area:
around 0.6 m. inhabitants
Parking:
around 1,600
Grand opening:
2004
Anchor tenant:
Media Markt, SportScheck, New Yorker,
H & M, C & A, REWE

Web:

Web:

www.altmarkt-galerie.de

www.phoenix-center-harburg.de
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ALLEE-CENTER

FORUM

HAMM //

WETZLAR //

Investment:
88.9%
Purchased by DES:
April 2002
Leasable space:
around 35,100 m2
of which retail space:
around 21,000 m2
No. of shops:
around 85
Occupancy rate:
100%
Catchment area:
around 1.0 m. inhabitants
Parking:
around 1,300
Grand opening:
1992
Renovation/modernisation:
2002–2003
Anchor tenant:
H&M, Peek & Cloppenburg, Saturn

Investment:
Purchased by DES:
Leasable space:
of which retail space:
No. of shops:
Occupancy rate:
Catchment area:
Parking:
Grand opening:
Anchor tenant:

Web:

Web:

www.allee-center-hamm.de

65.0%
October 2003
around 34,300 m2
around 23,500 m2
around 110
100%
around 0.5 m. inhabitants
around 1,700
2005
Kaufland, Media Markt, Thalia

www.forum-wetzlar.de
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RATHAUS-CENTER

CITY-GALERIE

DESSAU //

WOLFSBURG //

Investment:
Purchased by DES:
Leasable space:
of which retail space:
No. of shops:
Occupancy rate:
Catchment area:
Parking:
Grand opening:
Anchor tenant:

Web:

94.9%
November 2005
around 30,400 m2
around 20,000 m2
(without Karstadt)
around 80
98%
around 0.5 m. inhabitants
around 850
1995
H&M, Peek & Cloppenburg

www.rathaus-center-dessau.de

Investment:
89.0%
Purchased by DES:
September 2000
Leasable space:
around 30,000 m2
of which retail space:
around 20,000 m2
No. of shops:
around 95
Occupancy rate:
100%
Catchment area:
around 0.3 m. inhabitants
Parking:
around 800
Grand opening:
2001
Renovation/modernisation:
2006
Anchor tenant:
Extra, Saturn, SportScheck, New Yorker

Web:

www.city-galerie-wolfsburg.de
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CITY-POINT

CITY-ARKADEN

KASSEL //

WUPPERTAL //

Investment:
Purchased by DES:
Leasable space:
of which retail space:
No. of shops:
Occupancy rate:
Catchment area:
Parking:
Grand opening:
Renovation/modernisation:
Anchor tenant:

Web:

90.0%
September 2000
around 29,500 m2
around 20,000 m2
around 60
100%
around 0.8 m. inhabitants
around 220
2002
2009
Hugendubel, Saturn

www.city-point-kassel.de

Investment:
Purchased by DES:
Leasable space:
of which retail space:
No. of shops:
Occupancy rate:
Catchment area:
Parking:
Grand opening:
Renovation / modernisation:
Anchor tenant:

Web:

72.0%
September 2000
around 28,700 m2
around 20,000 m2
around 85
100%
around 0.7 m. inhabitants
around 650
2001
2004
Akzenta, MediMax, Zara

www.city-arkaden-wupptertal.de
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STADT-GALERIE

STADT-GALERIE

PASSAU //

HAMELN //

Investment:
Purchased by DES:
Leasable space:
of which retail space:
No. of shops:
Occupancy rate:
Catchment area:
Parking:
Grand opening:
Anchor tenant:

Web:

75.0%
December 2006
around 27,400 m2
around 21,000 m2
around 90
100%
around 0.4 m. inhabitants
around 500
2008
Saturn, C & A, Esprit

www.stadtgalerie-passau.de

Investment:
Purchased by DES:
Leasable space:
of which retail space:
No. of shops:
Occupancy rate:
Catchment area:
Parking:
Grand opening:
Anchor tenant:

Web:

94.9%
November 2005
around 25,000 m2
around 19,000 m2
around 90
100%
around 0.4 m. inhabitants
around 500
Spring 2008
Müller Drogerie, New Yorker, Real

www.stadt-galerie-hameln.de
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AT A GLANCE
SHOPPING CENTERS
ABROAD

01.
02.
03.
04.

Gdansk
Klagenfurt
Pécs
Wroclaw
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GALERIA BALTYCKA

CITY ARKADEN

GDANSK // POLAND

KLAGENFURT // AUSTRIA

Investment:
Purchased by DES:
Leasable space:
of which retail space:
No. of shops:
Occupancy rate:
Catchment area:
Parking:
Grand opening:
Anchor tenant:

Web:

74.0%
August 2006
around 48,600 m2
around 48,000 m2
around 200
100%
around 1.1 m. inhabitants
around 1,000
2007
Saturn, Peek & Cloppenburg, Zara

www.galeriabaltycka.pl

Investment:
50.0%
Purchased by DES:
August 2004
Leasable space:
around 36,700 m2
of which retail space:
around 27,000 m2
No. of shops:
around 120
Occupancy rate:
100%
Catchment area:
around 0.4 m. inhabitants
Parking:
around 880
Grand opening:
2006
Anchor tenant:
C&A, Peek & Cloppenburg, Saturn, Zara

Web:

www.city-arkaden.at
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ÁRKÁD

GALERIA DOMINIKANSKA

PÉCS // HUNGARY

WROCLAW // POLAND

Investment:
Purchased by DES:
Leasable space:
of which retail space:
No. of shops:
Occupancy rate:
Catchment area:
Parking:
Grand opening:
Anchor tenant:

Web:

50.0%
November 2002
around 35,200 m2
around 35,000 m2
around 130
100%
around 0.5 m. inhabitants
around 850
2004
C&A, Interspar, Media Markt

www.arkadpecs.hu

Investment:
33.3%
Purchased by DES:
December 2003
Leasable space:
around 32,800 m2
of which retail space:
around 30,500 m2
No. of shops:
around 100
Occupancy rate:
100%
Catchment area:
around 1.3 m. inhabitants
Parking:
around 900
Grand opening:
2001
Anchor tenant:
C&A, Media Markt, van Graaf, Varner,
Carrefour

Web:

www.galeria-dominikanska.pl

